
CHAPTER 4
4.1. DIFFERENT CIRCULARS AND SCHEDULES.

HOME DEPARTMENT
Mantralay, Bombay 400032, dated the 1st April 1979.
No. MTA 1079/3-<a)-NRA-3-In excercise of the powers conferred by 
Clause of the First provision to sub section(3) of the Bombay 
Motor Vechicles Tax behalf, and in supersession of Government 
Notification Home Department, No.1077/4-TRA-3, dated the 23rd 
January 1979, the Government Notification Home Department of 
Maharashtra hereby, with effect from the 1st April,1979, fixes 
Rs.580 to be the lower sum of the addtional tax leviable under the 
said Clause(b).
By order and in the name of the Governor of Maharshtra,

J.L.SALVI,
Under Secrtary to Government



HOME DEPARTMENT

Mantralaya, Bombay 400 032, dated the 1st April 1979.

BOMBAY MOTOR VEHICLES TAX ACT, 1958 

No. MTA 1079/3-(b)-In exercise of the powers conferred by 

sub-section (1) of section of the Bombay Motor Vehicles Tax 

Act,1958 (Bom. LXV of 1958), and of all other powers enable it in 

that behalf, and in-super session of Soverment Notification, Home 

Department No. MTA 1067-C 2897-xii, dated the 28th August 1967 the 

(3overnment of Maharashtra here by direct that, on and from the 1st 

day of April 1979,there shall be levied and collected a tax at the 

annual rate specified in cloumn 2 of the Schedule amended hereto, 

on the Motor Vehicles specified in the corresponding entry in 

cloumn of that Schedule, used or kept for used in the whole of the

state of Maharashtra.



3.2—B SCHEDULE
Motor Vehicles Annual Rate of Tax

1 2

A. Motor vehicles using solely with
tyres- Rs.

I. Motor Cycles and Tricycles (including 
motor scooters and cycles with attachment
for propelling the same by mechanical power)-
(a) Cycles not exceding 50 kgs. in weight

unladen **(w.e.f.1-12-1982)
24 30

(b) Cycles not exceeding lOOkgs.
in weight unladen 48 60

(c) Cycles exceeding 100 kgs. in
weight unladen.. 66 84

(d) Tricycles .. .... 66 84
(e) Cycles or Tricycles used for drawing 16.50 in addition
a trailer or side-car. to the rates above
II. Motor vehicles not exceeding

250 kgs. in weight unladen 5
III. Motor vehicles (including

tricycles) used for the



carriage o-f goods or materials.
(a) Vehicles, the registered laden 

weight o-f which does not exceed 
750 kgs.

<b) Vehicles, the registered laden 
weight o-f which exceed 750 kgs . 
but does not exceed 1,500 kgs.

<c) Vehicles the registered laden weight 
o-f which exceed 4,500 kgs. but does 
not exceed 3,000 kgs.

<d) Vehicles the registered laden weight 
of which execeds 3,000 kgs, but dose 
not exceeds 4,500 kgs.

<e) Vehiles the registered laden weight 
of which execeeds 4,500 kgs, but does 
not exceeds 6,000 kgs.

(f) Vehicles the registered laden weight 
of which execeeds 6,000 kgs. but does 
not exceeds 7,500 kgs.

<G) Vehicles, the registered laden weight 
of which exceeds 7,500 kgs.

200

0

510

720

960

1,200

The rate
specifid (8) above
plus Rs. 80 for



every 250 kgs. or
thereof in 

of 7.500 kg
Provided that, where a tax on motor 
vehicles is levied by any local aut- 
thority, the rates for the motor 
vehicles registered for use solely 
within the limits of such local 
authority there shall be two third 
of the aforesaid rates.

IV.
Motor Vehicles (including tricycles) 
used for hire and used for the carr - 
ying of passengers.

a) Vehicles licensed to carry inall
not more than 2 passengsers. 120

b) Vehicles ( being three wheelers)
licensed to carry 3 passengers. 180

bb) Vehicles other than those 
mentioned in entry (b) and licensed 
to to carry inall more than 2 but not

excess

more than 4 passsengers. 240



c> Vehicles licensed to cary more than
4 passengers. The rate specified <bb)

above plus 
Rs. 55 for every 
passenger in edition to 
four passengers which Rs. 
the vehicles is licensed to 
carry.

Provided that, where on motor 
vehicles is levied by any local 
authority, the rates for motor 
vehicles registered for use within 
the limits of such local authority 
shall be two third of the 
aforesaid rates.
e;;e. Where not more than two children
below tha age of twelve yeares are
permited be carried in a motor cab
in addition to the number of
passengers which the cehicles is licnedc
to carry the child or children so
carried shall not be rekoned as passengers.
V Breakdown vans used for towing disabled 200



vehicles
V A 1) Tractors, wheter or not fitted 
with any equipment described in <2) 
below;

(2) Any motor vehicles, which are 
not intended to carry passengers, goods 
or other load, and which are fitted with 
any equipment such as kranes, compresrso- 
or projectors, and are used for any 
special services or purposes.
(a) Vehicles not execeding 750 kgs. in 
weight, unldden
(b) Vehicles exceeding 750 kgs. But not 
exceeding 1500 kgs. in weight unladen
c) Vehicles, exe eding 1,500 kgs. ut not 
exceeding 2,250 kgs. in weigh, unladen.

d) Vehicles exceeding 2,250 kgs. in weigh, 
unladen.

120

180

240

The rate spefied 
in (c) above plus Rs. 

60 for every 250 kgs. 
or part there of in 
excess of 2,250 kgs.

VI ■**< with effect from



Motor vehicles other than those 
liable to tax under the -foregoing 
provbisions o-f the schedule.
a) Vehicles not exceeding 750 kgs. in 
weight
b) Vehicles exceeding 750 kgs. But not 
exceeding 1,500 kgs. in weight landen
c) Vehicles exceeding 1,500 kgs. but 
not exceeding 2,250 kgs. in weight, 
unladen.
d> Vehicles exceeding 2,250 kgs. in 
weight, unladen, permitted to 
carrry fifteen or less number o-f 
persons including the drive, 
e) Vehicles exeeding 2,250kgs. 
in weight, unladen, permitted 
exceeds to carry more than fifteen 
persons of 15 plus 10 per including the 
cent of the total thereof.

VII. Addinational Tax Payable in respect

list december 1982)

96 108

144 156

192 216

350 384
20 350

plus Rs/ 10 per person

driver.

of Motor Vehicles used for drawing trailers.
i) For each trailer when the trailer is The., rate, specified in 
used for cariage of goods. (Ill) in respect



of motor veh'_cles used -for
carriage of goods or 
materials

ii) For each trailer when used for The rates specified
the carriage of passengers. in clause (IV) in respect of

motor vehicles plying for 
hire and used for the 
carriage of passengers.

iii) Foreach trailer when thetrailer is 
used for any other purposes, 
provided that two or more vehicles 
shall not be chargable under this clause 
in respect of the same trailer.

B. Motor Vehicles other those fitted 
solely with pneumatic tyres.

C. Dealer in or manufactures of motor 
vehicles fpr general licence in 
respect of each motor vehicles.

The rates shown 
in Class (A) plus 
50 per centum 100



HOME DEPARTMENT
Mantralaya, Bombay 400 032, dated the 25 the November 1982

11
BOMBAY MOTOR VEHICLES TAX ACT, 1958
No MTA.1982/22 (b) TRA 3 In exercise of the powers confered by sub 
Section (IB) of section 3 the Bombay Motor Vehicles Tax Act,1958 
< Bom.lxv of 1958) and in supersesion of Government Notification, 
Home department, No MTA.1080/1 (52) TRA 3 dated the 1st April 1980 
the Goverment of Maharashtra is hereby pleased to direct that, 
on and from the 1st Day of December 1982 there shall be levied and 
collected, in addition to the tax levied and collected under sub 
section (1) of the said, section 3, a fruther tax on privategoods 
vehicles, and Public Boods Vehicles specified in column 1 of the 
schedule appended hereto at the annual rates respectively 
specified against them in column 2 therof.

12723
A



SCHEDULE
MOTOR VEHICLE ANNUAL RATE OF TAX

I. Private Goods Vehicles s
A) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which does not exceed 2 Metric Tunnes.
B) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 2 Metric Tunnes but does 
not exceed 3 Metric Tunnes.
C) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 3 Metric Tunnes but 
does not exceed 5 Metric Tunnes.
D) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 4 Metric Tunnes but does 
not exceed 5 Metric Tunnes.
E) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 5 Metric Tunnes but does 
not exceed 6 Metric Tunnes.
F) Vehicles, the carrying capacity
of which exceeds 6 metric tunnes but does 
not exceed 7 Metric Tunnes.
6) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of

Rs. F'.
204.00

300.00

414.00

498.00

558.00

606.00

666•00

which exceeds 7 Metric Tunnes but does



not exceed 8 Metric Tunnes

H) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 8 metire tunnes but 
does not exceed 9 Metric Tunnes.
I) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 9 Metric Tunnes but does 
not exceed 10 Metric Tunnes.
J) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceedsn 10 Metric Tunnes.
II Public Goods Vehicles s
A) Vehicles, the carrying capacity 
of which exceeds 2 Metric Tunnes but 
does not exceed 3 Metric Tunnes.
B) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 2 Metric Tunnes but 
does not exceed 3 Metric Tunnes.
C) Vehicles, the carrying capacity of 
which exceeds 3 Metric Tunnes but does 
not exceed 4 Metric Tunnes .
D) Vehicles, the carrying capacity 
ofwhich exceeds 4 Metric Tunnes but 
does not exceed 5 Metric Tunnes.

690.00

750.00

798.00

408.00

600.00

828.00

996.00



E> Vehicles, the carrying capcity 

of which exceeds 5 Metric Tunnes but 

does not exceed 6 Metric Tunnes.

F) Vehicles, the carrying capacity 

of which exceed 6 Metric Tunnes but 

does not exceed 7 Metric Tunnes

G) Vehicles, the carrying capacity 

of which exceeds 7 Metric Tunnes but 

does not edceeds 8 Metric Tunnes.

H) V.vehicles, the carrying capacity 

of which excceeds 8 Metric Tunnes 

but does not exceed 9 Metric Tunnes.

I) Vehicles, the carrying capcity 

of which exceeds 9 Metric Tunnes 

but does not exceed 10 Metric 

Tunnes.

J) Vehicles the carring capacity

1116.00

1212.00

1332.00

1380.00

1500.00

1596.00

of which exceeds 10 Metric Tunnes



e

LANGUAGE USED

The Foxbase + is the Software Package marketed by FOX Inc., 

USA. The feature of Foxbase + are great speed and 

complete source compatibility with dBASE III + including 

macro, and all the interactive commands such as BROWSE &

EDIT. Foxbase + Release 2.00 is on average 5.9 times faster 

than dBASE III + , 3.2 times faster than the Clipper and 

4.3 times faster than QUICKSLIVER. The new protected mode 

80386 version of Foxbase + is nearly twice as fast as 

standard version.

INTERACTIVE SUPPORT s

It contains a compiler, it also include the familar and 

powerful interactive program development environment of 

dBASE III +.

PORTABILITY s

Because Foxbase + is written in 'C' it is extremely 

portable and therefore will be available on a wide variety 

of Operating System viz PC-DOS, C-DOS,TRS-DOS, CP/M-86,

UNIX & ZENIX.

ADVANTAGES OF FOXBASE + :

1. Memory Management.

2. Expanded Memory Specification Support.

3. User Definded Function.

4. Multiple Relation out of Database.



5. Direct Access dBASE II, III + and Foxbase Database.

6. User - Controlled Printer time outs.

7. Support the use of more than 10 -files at a time.

8. Memory Varible Arrays.

9. Array Initialisation.

10. More Procedure per -files : dBASE III allows only 32 

procedures files while Foxbase + allows 128 procedure 

files.

11. Menu Manager - A menu creation and management facility 

has been added to Foxbase +.

12. Compiler enanhancement ; Foxbase + support the compiler 

called F0XC0MP.

13. Documention facilities : The Foxbase + package includes 

a Utility program called Foxdoc which is used for the 

documention of the program/system.

e


